Union Jack T-shirt

Requirements:
The Union Jack image is 9.25” x 11.25”, we used it on a UK size 9 child’s t-shirt and adult size 12 long sleeve
top, you could go smaller but would have to consider losing some of the image if you went much smaller.

T-shirt/top in your chosen size
Union jack x1
Heat n Bond Lite adhesive or tear away stabliser, a minimum of 9.25” x 11.25”.

Method:
Trim your union jack image down, we left ½” of white border on each side. Next you need to
stablize the t-shirt fabric, which is naturally stretchy and so easy to pucker when sewing, you can do
this by gluing the flag to the front of the t-shirt, or by applying stablizer to the wrong side of the front
of the t-shirt.

If you are using Heat n Bond Lite (gluing the flag to the front of the t-shirt)
Cut your interfacing ½” shorter than the flag fabric on each side.
Line up the interfacing in the middle of the flag (wrong side facing you), and iron into place.
Take a pair of sharp sicissors and snip into the fabric, upto the interfacing, all the way around.

Peel the paper off the back of the interfacing, line the flag up on the front of your top, pin to the front
of the t-shirt and then iron into place.

If you are using tear away stabliser
Take a sharp pair of scissors and snip the ½” border around the flag (as above).
Pin the flag to the front of your t-shirt, turn the t-shirt inside out and iron your stabliser sheet (cut
approx ½” larger than your flag on each side) on the wrong side of the front of the t-shirt, so that it
covers the area covered by the flag.
Turn your t-shirt back the right way.
Both methods
Sew around the edges of the flag, just below the snipped border, taking care to make sure the back
of the top is well out of the way.

Toss your top into the washing machine and then, if you have the option, tumble dry, this will ruffle
up the snipped border.
Wear your top with pride (the more you wash it the better the border will start to ruffle up and look
vintage rock and roll!).
Fabrics used: Riley Blake Union Jack fabric and Heat n Bond Lite Adhesive.
Visit www.printstopolkadots.co.uk/blog for more great free patterns!

